Recent literature on Adam Smith and other 18 th Scottish thinkers shows an engaged conversation between the Scots and today's scholars in the sciences that deal with humans-social sciences, humanities, as well as neuroscience and evolutionary psychology.
The boundaries of Scotland and of 18 th century are permeable, so some non-Scots, such as the "never to be forgotten" Francis Hutcheson (1694 Hutcheson ( -1746 , an Irish-born philosopher, is counted as Scot, while Sir James Steuart (1712 -1780 , a Scot-born economist, is seldom counted in the troupe of Scottish literati. Montesquieu (1689 Montesquieu ( -1755 , on the other hand, despite being French and having no explicit connection with Scotland, is often bundled in the Scottish group.
The Scottishness of the Scottish Enlightenment is also not without controversies: Alexander Dow and Sheila Dow (2006) see the Scottish Enlightenment as a uniquely Scottish product;
Alexander Broadie (2012) highlights Scotland's old and deep connections with France; and Aaron
Garret and James Harris (Forthcoming) raise some questions about the Scottishness of "North Britain" instead.
Enlightenment for the Scots meant both independent thinking and sociality (Broadie [2007] 2011). What made the Enlightened enlightened was that the literati tried to understand the world around them without being deferential to authority, whether that of the church or of ancient texts.
In addition to rejecting authority as a source of knowledge and seeking testable and experimental knowledge instead, the enlightened Scots believed in the power of sharing ideas with others: "It is one thing to think for yourself, another to think by yourself, and the enlightened ones were not much given to thinking by themselves. On the contrary, thinking was regarded as essentially a social activity. People thought with each other, that is, they shared their thoughts" (Broadie [2007 (Broadie [ ] 2011 . "Think for yourself, but not by yourself" are characteristics with which we can easily relate today as well.
This large crowd of literati was closely bound together by family relations, teacher-student relations, and bonds of friendship. They would interact regularly not just in the three major universities of Scotland (Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Aberdeen), but also and especially in intellectual clubs and societies, such as the Rankenian Club, the Literary Society of Glasgow, the Aberdeen's Philosophical Society, the Select Society, the Poker Club, the Oyster Club, and the Philosophical Society of Edinburgh which eventually turned into the Royal Society of Edinburgh, among the most famous ones. In the regular meetings of these clubs and societies, their participants would discuss and debate topics ranging from moral philosophy, the economy, commerce, the military, rhetoric, theology, law, literature, fine arts, sociology, classics, mathematics, astronomy, chemistry, geology, physics, medicine, architecture, mechanics, logic…you name it. They were interested in learning, understanding, and knowledge in all its different forms (for a sense of the breath of the interests of the Scottish literati see Broadie 2006; Haakonssen 2006; Montes and Schliesser 2006; Norton 2009; Berry, Paganelli, and Smith 2013 ; see also Schliesser 2014) .
The sociability and the sharing of ideas, the breadth and diversity of interests, ranging from painting to astronomy, not just of an individual but of the intellectual circles within which an individual would move is a recurrent theme in Ian Ross's ([1995] century the cosmology of modern astronomy made 'plurality' mean the existence of other ecosystems on other planets in the universe. […] [P]lurality is taken for granted" (Nagao 2007, 22) .
"Think for yourself." Science of man-history and the lab
The ability to converse across disciplines and across time may be due, in part, to the generally common method of enquiry-the experimental method-and the common object of enquiry even if in different forms-nature. Newtonianism spread almost immediately and very quickly in Scotland's universities and intellectual circles (Montes 2008b) , and its experimental method of enquiry with it.
Man is part of nature just as the planets in the sky are. A method similar to the one used to study the sky can be used to study the rest of nature -men included. George Turnbull ([1740] 2005) claims that "we must enquire into moral phenomena, in the same manner as we do into physical one." (p.
56). The subtitle of Hume's Treatise is "introduce the experimental method of reasoning into moral subjects." What David Hume calls the "science of man," Adam Smith calls the "science of human nature" (Berry 2012) . Man becomes the proper object of study by natural sciences. And the empirical and scientific investigation of human beings tries to yield deeper understanding of human nature, institutions, politics, religion, law, and the economy.
In 18 th century Scotland, history became the laboratory where the Scottish literati used their empirical method. Informed by experience, we may observe similar reactions in similar circumstances. The more observations we have, the more observations from different times and from different places we have, the more consistent the regularities, the better off we are in formulating laws concerning human nature. "History teaches us of the nature of people in the more or less distant past. The study of history is a way of, so to say, extending our powers of observation […] [H]istory thus contribute to the scientific account of human nature by massively extending our otherwise very limited observational data base" (Broadie [2007 (Broadie [ ] 2011 America were all best-sellers.
Today, we have not just history but also laboratories with human subjects. So we find Adam
Smith and the other Scots not just down the hall, but also in our labs: Tayor Jaworski, Vernon Smith and Bart Wilson (2010) are able to discover and teach the Scottish Enlightenment in the lab.
Today's experimental results, in part, forced economists to question the validity of the assumption that self-interest is the only motivation of homo economicus and the relevance of the analysis of homo economicus' behavior. Richard Wagner (2014) and Vernon Smith (2013b) share concerns that the marginal revolution in economics has been "more negative than positive […] because it led to the replacement of economics as social theory with economics as a theory of rational choice (Wagner 2010 )" (Wagner 2014, p. 16 ; see also Backhouse and Medema 2009a; Backhouse and Medema 2009b) . Similarly, Sheila Dow (2009) Understanding the appropriateness of our own conduct follows a similar mechanism, especially for Adam Smith. We imagine ourselves being seen by someone else, unrelated to us, and our conduct being judged impartially by this spectator. James Konow (2012) But the process of moral development is not automatic because our perception of ourselves and our surrounding may be biased by our limited vision. We need to learn how to perceive moral and physical distances alike. The agent's experiences may also limit the imagination of the spectator (Weinstein 2006) . Our internal spectator is not therefore naturally unbiased and impartial: the tendency for self-deception tints our moral judgments about our own behavior (Khalil 2009 ), so much so that Samuel Fleischacker (2011a) sees self-deception as critical to understanding Smith's moral philosophy as a whole. We have to overcome the powerful forces of self-deceit, which for
Smith are "the source of half the disorders of human life" (TMS III.4.6). James Konow (2000) suggests Smith's estimate might be conservative: even under sterile laboratory conditions, which are least conducive to self-deception, almost two-thirds of unfairness has been traced to such a bias (in Konow 2012) . The problem may be exacerbated, as Warren Samuels (2007) implies, by our desire to "allay [the] tumult of the imagination" caused by events which we cannot explain: we "smooth the imagination" with connections (beliefs), independently of their truth (see also: Schliesser 2013).
"Think with Others." Sociability, race, gender, inequality, and morality of markets.
How could we try at least partially to overcome our biases? Smith suggests a possible answer in the subtitle to the Theory of Moral Sentiments, added to its fourth edition: 'An essay towards an analysis of the principles by which men naturally judge concerning the conduct and character, first of their neighbors, and afterwards of themselves'. Our neighbors, the people around us, are, therefore, our first step in the development of our moral character (Paganelli 2010) . Moral learning takes place thanks to the observation and imitation of others, through informal and unconscious learning, rather than through formal education (Wight 2009 ).
The Scots' emphasis on the importance of social interactions in the development of one's moral character, in the development of one's self, is characteristic of their thought. It is important also for us today. And it is easy to recognize in the questions commonly asked today --ranging from race to gender to income inequality, and to morality of markets -the same kinds of social and moral questions addressed by the Scots.
For the Scots, moral character develops in large part through the interactions with others.
Reading, for example, for the Scots, is a social activity: it raises the question of how to read others.
"The solitariness of sentimental novel reading was a major source of disquietude for moralists who believed that character was social" (Ahnert and Manning 2011, p. 19) . Rhetoric is also an important instrument for social activities linked to moral development: our ability to "see just how our interests are interrelated with the interests of others" emerges "through an element of rhetorical practice itself: the need to adapt discourse appropriately to an audience" (McKenna 2006, p. 132) .
Communication, which rests on social convention, is an integral part of the Scots' theory of knowledge (Dow 2009 ).
Character is therefore a reflection of sociability and of society, as sociability and society are essential in the formation of character. An individual character is formed through the mirror of society, it is a product of society, and therefore the appropriateness of its characteristics may change But that character may change, does not imply that human nature itself is thought to change. With the idea of developing a science of man, or science of human nature, the Scots imply that human nature has laws, similar to physical nature, which can be discovered through observation: human nature itself is fixed (Evensky 2005 ; cf. Schliesser 2011) while character changes.
Yet, some differences are such as to question how many natures of man are present in nature. In his 1758-59 edition of Sistema Naturae (1735), the Swedish naturalist Carl Linneaus, while placing and classifying man in the natural system together with flora and fauna, divided man into homo sapiens (coining the term) and troglodytes, placing man in the class of mammal and in the order of primates.
Humankind was classified in four varieties, depending on his physical and moral characteristics:
American, European, Asiatic, and African. These classifications, Silvia Sebastiani (2013) claims, opened the door to two ways of classification of humankind: monogenism and polygenism.
Monogenism adopts the belief that every human group may derive from a single original stock.
Polygenism explains human differences in terms of development from different progenitors. virtues. The enlargement of society which commerce brings about implies increasing interactions with others, and with the other sex as well, which for most Scots allows people to be more sociable and more likely to develop sociable virtues (Hanley 2009 ). The Scots perceive the historical development as a process of civilization and feminization. Civil is in contrast to rude, as opposed to, say, Rousseau who would contrast civil with natural. The rudeness of the savage hunter-gatherer and barbaric nomadic shepherd is contrasted to the civilized agricultural and refined commercial society.
Societies develop from rude savagery and barbarism, from masculine stages, where aggression, strength, and courage are valued, to more civil and feminine stages, where sociability, kindness, and desire to emulate are valued-to a world of conversation and commerce (Sebastiani 2013) .
If, however, feminization slips into effeminacy, the development of society is perceived as If "the silent revolution of commerce" brings about "opulence" for all, most, or few, depending on who is reading the texts, it also brings about "freedom," according to Smith. And opulence and freedom are related.
The freedom that commerce brings about is a freedom that generally (but not always) eventually brings about the legal abolition of slavery-John Millar is among the most adamant among the Scots about this (Garrett 2006) . Commerce also breaks the potentially tyrannical feudal bonds of dependency between servants and landlords (Paganelli 2013 ; for a psycoanalytican interpretation of Smith and dependency see Özler 2012) . But the freedom that commerce brings about is also, and in particular, related to the fact that "commerce and manufactures gradually introduced order and good government, and with them, the liberty and security of individuals, among the inhabitants of the country, who had before lived almost in a continual state of war with their neighbours, and of servile dependency upon their superiors. This, though it has been the least observed, is by far the most important of all their effects. Mr. Hume is the only writer who, so far as I know, has hitherto taken notice of it" (WN III.iv.4, p.412).
There is also a third blessing that commerce brings about: habitual interactions with others, with non-kin and strangers in particular. For Smith, interacting with strangers helps us internalize rules of just conduct which makes us behave in a praiseworthy way and not behave in a blameworthy way even in the absence of a potential external enforcer of the rule of conduct (Paganelli 2010) . Herbert Scottish agriculture proved a fertile ground where political economy and natural knowledge intertwine together: "The Scottish Improvers set out to improve Scotland literally from the ground up" (Bonnyman 2014, p. 5) . And with the institutionalization of the ideology of improvement in bodies such as the Board of Agriculture, Scots would be able to export their ideas and affect even Imperial policies. "By the middle of the century, agricultural improvement itself was part of a much broader 'ideology of Improvement' that encompassed a whole range of activities, and attitudes, ranging from personal to political. In this respect, 'improvement' has to be considered as much a cultural concept as an economic one, one which embodies important moral, philosophic, and even aesthetic values." (Bonnyman 2014 , p. 7).
The Enlightenment "ideology of improvement" linked to agriculture is present at all levels of society (Smout 2012) . While pastors in the most remote northern islands of the Highlands wrote public letters advocating agricultural improvements and identifying the local lords as sources of their resistance (Furuya 2011) , in the rest of the country natural historians tried a large variety of experiments with a large variety of success rates (Jonsson 2013) . For example, spade husbandry and potato cultivation were introduced and were immediate successes. There were attempts to introduce different kinds of sheep to develop sheep farming, the success of which was evident until 1790s.
The Duke of Atholl grew rhubarb, from seeds brought from St. Petersburg, in the attempt to break into the Russian monopoly. Rhubarb was thought as a remedy against indigestion, a side-effect of luxury. He succeeded but eventually the production was moved to the possessions of the East India
Company. To limit China's dominance in the tea market, John Hope tried, and failed, to produce
Chinese tea in the Highlands of Scotland, while Joseph Banks planned to introduce Chinese tea cultivation in India, the success of which came in the 19 th century.
The strong relation between theory and practice is also exemplified in Adam Smith. While Friedrik Jonsson (2013) claims that Smith's concrete discussions tended to be uninteresting and concerned only with ideal intensive cereal production under the regime of mixed husbandry, so much so that "Smith treated it as a universal model of growth that could be extended across the 
Religion
The Enlightenment ideal expressed by Broadie ([2007] 2011) as of "think for yourself, (but not by yourself)" has at least one additional implication: the understanding of the role of a deity. 
Who is in the office?
The ability of the Scots to dialogue with us today engages them in discussions not directly present in their time. Some of these discussions are more successful than others, nevertheless they are frequent and on a variety of topics. In the field of business ethics, there seems to be an increasing and sensitive attention to the limits of homo economicus and an appreciation of analyses in which morals interact with self-interest and profit seeking. Adam Smith is therefore an ideal interlocutor. So for example, in a remarkable analysis, Juile Whittaker (2011) shows how Adam Smith's analysis parallels Elinor Ostrom's in terms of the interaction of self-interest and concern for others in dealing with common pool resources.
She argues that Adam Smith can help us understand the development of responsible investment practices as a modern example of endogenous institutional changes that promote social goals thanks to the interactions of competitive markets and social norms.
To Karin Brown (2013) , responsible practices could also be promoted by following Smith's spectatorial analysis of moral development by generating more awareness of the moral conduct of corporations with calls for transparency and accountability. Self-interest is not (should not be) the sole motivation for businesses; businesses (should) see themselves as subjects of approval and disapproval of a real or impartial spectator and deserving praise and praiseworthiness. Consumers as well are (should be) motivated by both self-interest and the desire to merit the praise of external and internal spectators. So forgoing a cheaper price (or higher profits) for a more expensive (or less profitable) product which is produced with more environmental friendly methods is not an irrational choice, but rather a choice that the Smithian apparatus of social approbation and praiseworthiness easily explains.
Adam Smith may also help us bridge our understanding of sustainable agricultural and narrow market practices, since he can be presented as, yes, describing economic interests but also social wellbeing and a sort of stewardship toward land (James 2006) . Similarly, Smith's holistic theory of knowledge is something that international business theory should strive to imitate: Smith's understanding of the decline in sympathy over distance, for example, can shed better light on international business problems such as the difficulty in building mutual trust in the growth of emerging-country multinationals (Buckley 2014) . 
